Oklahoma Capital Investment Board
By the Numbers
Since its creation, the Oklahoma Capital Investment Board has a proven 61 to 1 impact from its investment; meaning
for the $31 million invested by the state, the state’s economy has received more than $1.9 billion in return according
to a 2015 independent study by Applied Economics.
OCIB’s largest program cultivates Oklahoma’s venture capital industry by launching Oklahoma based venture capitalists and by
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OCIB provided one-third of a $40-million-revenue guarantee, bringing
the NBA Hornets to Oklahoma.
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*1514 jobs were reported with only 50 percent of participating companies reporting results. It can be estimated more than 3,000 new jobs were created because of OCAP.
Source: 2015 Independent Study by Applied Economics

The Oklahoma Capital Investment Board (OCIB) is a public trust that was
established in the mid 1980’s with a legislative mandate of building and supporting
Oklahoma’s risk capital industry.

OCIB Mission
The Oklahoma Capital Investment Board mobilizes capital for investment,
supports collaboration between entrepreneurs and venture capitalists and
assists individual bankers in creating solutions for the state’s small business
borrowers; all with the goal of creating jobs and diversifying and stabilizing
the Oklahoma economy.
OCIB Programs
OCIB supports other development initiatives, but utilizes two main programs
to accomplish its Mission. These programs are the Board’s Venture
Investment Program (VIP) and Oklahoma Capital Access Program (OCAP).
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The Board has commitments in excess of $65
million to 19 Oklahoma focused venture funds.
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